Programme’s mission & objectives:

The Post Graduate Programme in Bengali at NSOU has been developed in keeping with the spirit of standard Bengali PG curricula as stipulated by other HEI’s. The mission is to offer a significantly specialised approach to the learning of Bengali Language & literature --- introducing learners to important canonical texts, theories and socio-cultural backgrounds to which they may have been introduced in the undergraduate Bengali Literature course. The objectives are in keeping with this mission, that is to instil interest in the learner and take him through the ages of literary history via their landmark authors and their texts.

Expected Programme Outcome: The course is traditional one which enhance the knowledge of Bengali Language & Literature as a discipline. It prepares learner to step out in the competitive job-market, at par with students who take the course from Conventional University departments. The working people can also take this course for horizontal & vertical mobility. The enrolled learner of this University are rather better trained to equip themselves with modes of ICT, through using online student support services, audio-visual lectures above the use of printed SLMs, and thus in every way ready to face the challenges of the twenty-first century scenario.